
 

Code of Conduct for Run Leaders 

1) It is necessary for every Run Leader to have a current DBS check to ensure we meet 

safeguarding guidelines. A Run Leader must also hold a current (LiRF) Leadership in Running 

Fitness qualification. Run leaders are asked to follow any requirements set out by England 

Athletics regarding their qualification. 

 

2) When Funded ( or Part Funded ) Run Leaders are expected to prioritise being available to 

South Leeds Lakers before any other club on Club Night ( Tuesdays ). Run Leaders should 

also endeavour to be available on a Club Night whenever possible. 

 

3) Run Leaders are not expected to help out on unofficial runs, but whenever they do to use 

their Run Leading skills and to uphold the integrity of the club. 

 

4) Run Leaders helping in a development group ( C25K or 5-10K ) are asked to commit to being 

available for the entirety of the programme wherever possible. 

 

5) Run Leaders should wherever possible answer Wednesday Roll-Call, and if requested plan a 

Route that on the night should ( within reason ) be stuck to. 

 

6) Run Leaders should pay attention to the light conditions and weather when deciding on a 

Route, and inform runners of any safety precautions. Run Leaders should not act in a way 

that would put runners at risk. 

 

7) It is expected that our Run Leaders are courteous and welcoming to all members and act in  

a way that would encourage ‘good sportsmanship’ and community. 

 

8) Run Leaders should act in a way that upholds the integrity of the club. This includes Social 

Media, Club nights or other sporting and social events. 

 

9) We expect our Run Leaders not to use Foul or Offensive language on social media, Club 

Nights or other sporting and social events. 

 

10) Run Leaders should adhere to policies and procedures within the club. This includes, but is 

not limited to, the social media and safeguarding policy. 

 

11) If a current Run Leader wishes to assist at Junior Lakers they should speak with one of our 

Junior Leaders who will provide them with an application form. 

 

12) Any accidents should be reported using the correct form ( Situated at the top of Our Run 

Leader Facebook page ) to England Athletics by the Run Leader. 

 

13) It is expected that a Run Leader will have a mobile phone available whilst running to alert 

emergency services if needed. 

14) Ian Pickle   19/8/2019. 



 


